NAME(S) OF STRUCTURE/SITE: ROCK CABIN

SITE ADDRESS/LOCATION: On Fisher Creek trail, north side, approx. 1/2-3/4 mile from Junction Camp

DISTRICT: Skagit
COUNTY: Skagit
STATE: Washington

OWNER/ADMIN ADDRESS: National Park Service

DATE OF CONSTRUCTION: c. 1920s

ADDITION(S): • CONTRIBUTING

SCALE QUAD NAME: Mt. Logan

UTM ZONE EASTING NORTING: 10 6477805382310

SCALE: 1:24000

DANGER OF DEMOLITION?: • YES

CURRENT USE: Interpretation

ORIGINAL USE: Trapper's Cabin

PUBLIC ACCESSIBILITY: • YES, LIMITED

LOCATED IN AN HISTORIC DISTRICT?: • YES

SIGNIFICANCE: Eligible under Nat. Reg. Criterion B: for its association with a person significant in NOCA history; and under Criterion C: as a distinct type and method of construction. This unique log cabin represents a type of vernacular architecture that is a direct response to the environment and an individual's needs. It possesses integrity of location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association, and is associated with the life of a local resident whose experiences in the North Cascades and upper Skagit Valley has enriched our understanding of this area.
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